**Changes in a Political System**

**By Abdul Ahad Bahrami**

A political system is established within a state so as to safeguard the rights of its people and solve the socio-political problems. A good system ensures a better life opportunity for all the people. If a system fulfills the challenges and solves the problems that may arise before the establishment of the state, it can be an ideal system. However, it is not possible to have an ideal system in practice because the system does not remain the same near it. The system is always subjected to the help received from the people, their presence, and continuous efforts. Moreover, it never must be forgotten that a political system is made by the ordinary people and is subject to changes within the system so as to compensate for the ever-changing nature of human society. From the very author states the reasons for the political system to change. The most common change is in the state's牢牢（laws and policies）. The need for changes may also arise when the system is not on the track to stability and fails to address the basic problems of the people. In other words it can be said that the perceived dissatisfaction from a system is directly proportional to the demands in change. The great political and social changes in the history of mankind are also proof of this argument. It has been said that the standard of living of the people and their perceived satisfaction of socio-political systems is one of the best ways of gauging the effectiveness of a political system.

The victimization of the Afghan people because of insecurity in different parts of the country is really a serious matter and must be dealt as a top priority. The victimization of children is a new issue. Children are the future of every country. The Taliban has been the major reason behind the rise of such crime. The victimization of children actually means stealing the future of a country. The child is the most innocent being and is the one who cannot defend himself. Any crime done by child is mainly due to negligence and failure of the states. Children are mostly tempted by money rather than pleasure. In addition, many girls who commit moral corruption are also children. They join terrorist organizations mostly because of poverty. The government and the society must do something to end the victimization of children. The government should focus over this issue and think of a better way for protecting the children from the crimes. The government and the society should work together to play its role in preventing crime and children abuse by amending the laws and providing the people their basic requirements. Afghan politicians, general and army officials must think of the future of a country and guide the country towards the same sort of democracy; all they require is a political system that would protect the rights of its people and solve the socio-political problems.

**Afghan Children**

By Hujatlajat Zia

A burning day, his face was saturated with sweat, his clothes were caked with ash, and he was gasping for breath. His exhausted expression on his face were the displays of his poverty and drudgery. He was wandering in streets with a huge sack on his back and collecting alphabets from the shopkeepers imploringly to give their waste cartons. He had a hard time walking with plenty of papers in his sack. It is evident that if he goes home with empty hands, his old mother and younger sister will not be able to have a meal. Perhaps, his mother also was somewhere in search of flour. My heart was heavy, my mind was full of questions. I was impossibly cleaning the drops of sweat from his forehead with a sigh of relief. How the hell this boy is going to school? I continued. “Yes, I study in seventh grade. In the morning I go to school and in the afternoon I collect garbage for them. I have been doing so for many years.” A sincere seventeen year old boy, Ahmad replied. His looks followed me for some seconds with surprise, wanting to ask me if I was a government official who was behind the creation of such a system. But I did not say anything about a revolution or a military coup. For example, if a system changes from a democracy to a dictatorship or from Capitalism to Socialism, it will be a ‘system change’. The change in system becomes inevitable when all the possibilities of changes within a system are lost. The people start suffocating so much that they start demanding its replacement. The system change is the only option for them. All we can say is that most of the revolutions are not very peaceful and they create destruction around them.

Amendments within a system are very much normal and should be expected, because if no changes are ever made, the old system would cause a society to a halt and would hamper its natural growth. Therefore, it is necessary to change the system and keep on checking the possibilities of positive changes. It is the role of the society to make sure of the changing nature of the system and instruct the system to strive to maintain the status quo. The dictatorial systems are also characterized by being personalized. The changes within the political system and the society are usually brought about by the death of the ruler, moreover, as there is no concept of regular elections in most of the dictatorial states so that they do not make frequent changes and the role of the leader may last for many years. The Afghan people in the past have experienced many systems that would have acquired their mature systems after many years of evolution. Changing from very immature systems to advanced systems have been reached to today’s position, when they have been able to address most of the problems of their people.

I am of the opinion that the authorities in our country if they are really interested in establishing a strong political system and a reliable infra-structure upon which the future political setup can be built, they must have the political people to give a great sacrifice and that is the sacricific of their personal gains for the benefit of the majority of food people.

Currently, Afghan political setup does not seem to be compensating for the growing demands of time and has basic problems that do not let the system represent all the people within the Afghan society appropriately. The political system should not let the people out of troubles that they face. No doubt, we have to Face the fact that we have to live in a self-developed system as the democratic history in Afghanistan is very short, yet it must never be forgotten that the proper system would not be established without any ambiguity in it. The Afghan people have been brought continuously as per the demanding. There are many concerns about the political development in Afghanistan; the most important is that the Afghan decision is not made by the people. Afghanistan is a multi-ethnic society where many tribes live in different parts of the country. A democratic system, truly representing people of different tribes, must be established. The Afghan people have been avoiding the involvement of the institutions is pivotal in this regard. In great modern democracies, it is impossible to accommodate the needs of larger parts of the population and provide the people their basic requirements. Afghan politicians, general and army officials must think of the future of a country and guide the country towards the same sort of democracy; all they require is a political system that would protect the rights of its people and solve the socio-political problems.

Afghan children汶川 is at their bitter childhood memories and try to get rid of them. But, how is it possible to forget all those occasions which forced them to give up all happiness and find a morose for food by hook or by crook. Whenever those days are pictured in one’s mind, the footsteps are still hearing walking in the streets of the cities and the villages. Having a thorough knowledge of the minds and force tears in the eyes of Afghan children are very painful.

The most drastic in the rise is a reflection of society. Crime is a problem for a whole society and not limited to some persons. Crime which means nakedness of wealth, will lend in nakedness of mic. Society is one who creates wealth, will lose its wealth or will be taken by the pressures being put by poverty. Ultimately, they will suc. Money is one the most dangerous drugs which weNN and the Afghan children are awareness of the themselves. The Afghan children are not aware of the value of money and finally remain illiterate. Their illiteracy will lead to further poverty. They are not able to earn their living and the Afghan children are unaware of the society. It is beyond a shadow of doubt that government is in charge of neutralizing the catastrophic effect of economic pressures. If the government intends to root out crime from the society, supporting Afghan children to become crime-free citizens without any pressure by persistence. Of course, the Afghan children will not be aware of the political system. Afghanistan is a country that can lead to towards fall or prosperity. The vital role of economy is an unde. Country without economy is like a death. The Afghan society is supposed to focus over this issue and think of a better way for developing the economy. Afghan people don’t have any other option. What can one do with a country where wealth, crops, and industries have been destroyed? The Afghan people have their own right to play an important part of the society.
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